[1] Understanding the dynamics of sorption and bioavailability is crucial to the success of transport models as bioavailability often limits the complete bioremediation of contaminated soils. This paper examines the interplay between sorption and bioavailability with pulsed injection of nutrients based on a mechanistic model of microbially mediated reactive transport. We used a dimensionless parametric approach based on nondimensional groups such as the Damköhler and Peclet numbers to assess the relative importance of processes and rates. We consider case studies involving the biodegradation of carbon tetrachloride (CT) as well as a chemically induced degradation system to evaluate the effects of bioavailability. We first used these two cases to explore the effects of selectively activating the degradation terms in the aqueous and sorbed phases. The models for these two cases consistently predict that degradation is insensitive to retardation if degradation terms are not included for the sorbed phase. A specific mass removal rate was developed as an efficiency metric to explore the effects of pulsed nutrient injection on contaminant degradation and to estimate an optimal injection interval. The contaminant mass degraded per unit pumping was shown to be significantly higher for pulsed injection of substrates than with continuous injection. The presented results clearly indicate that considerations of bioavailability profoundly alter model predictions of degradation as well as parameter estimation results.
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Introduction
[2] Subsurface contaminants are typically retarded in their transport relative to water because they adsorb to solid surfaces, diffuse into mesopores and micropores and partition into a phase such as natural organic matter. For pumpand-treat remediation, sorption increases the time required to meet water quality standards and the volume of water extracted for treatment. For in situ remediation, although sorption could aid remediation efforts by increasing contact time within the treatment zone [Mahmood and Sims, 1986] , it may also decrease the bioavailability of sorbed contaminants to the microbes [Schwartz and Scow, 2001] . Since microbes take up substrates more readily from the aqueous phase than from the sediment [Aronstein et al., 1991] , it is relatively difficult to degrade sorbed contaminants, especially if they are aged. Since most microbial cells are typically !2 mm in size, they are too large to fit into nanopores or to diffuse into natural organic matrix to directly attack remote molecules, thus bioavailability considerations are very important to the success of fate and transport models [Pignatello and Xing, 1996] .
[3] Our interest in the interactions of sorption and biodegradation stems from bench and field studies on a carbon tetrachloride (CT) and nitrate plume at Schoolcraft, MI. Isotherm studies have established that CT sorbs to Schoolcraft aquifer solids with a retardation factor of approximately 2.6, and that there is a kinetic component to the sorption [Zhao et al., 1999] . Batch microcosm studies established that addition of the microbe Pseudomonas stutzeri KC, acetate, and phosphorus, enable cometabolic degradation of CT in Schoolcraft groundwater [Mayotte et al., 1996] . Column studies demonstrated that degradation could be maintained for long periods with weekly addition of carbon and nutrients [Witt et al., 1999] . These studies provided the foundation for a field study in which weekly pulses of acetate supported CT remediation within a small test region of the Schoolcraft field site [Dybas et al., 1998 ]. Subsequently, a full-scale biocurtain was designed, built, and operated to intercept a 15 m wide segment of Plume A with efficient removal ($>97%) of carbon tetrachloride [Hyndman et al., 2000] . As of the beginning of 2002, this biocurtain has been maintained for over four years with only six hours of pumping per week to deliver carbon (as acetate), phosphorus, and base (as NaOH) for pH control. The CT concentrations down gradient of the biocurtain through this period remained low despite the fact that we pumped only $65% of the natural gradient flow intercepted by the biocurtain in a week [Hyndman et al., 2000] .
[4] The fact that contaminant levels remain low despite intermittent stimulation of microbial activity led us to evaluate the factors that influence degradation efficiency. This form of bioremediation appears to offer several benefits: it requires little pumping (reducing energy costs), it can be automated (reducing labor costs), it can be designed to minimize the potential for clogging, and it can be used for fairly uniform delivery of chemicals and microorganisms in deep aquifers [Hyndman et al., 2000] .
[5] The effects of pulsed or intermittent pumping on remediation design received attention in the past, however there is limited literature on the effects of pulsing strategies on reactive transport. Harvey et al. [1994] studied the effects of pulsed pumping on aquifer remediation using a ''one-site'' first-order sorption model and concluded that pulsed pumping never removes more contaminant mass than the equivalent continuous pumping rate, even though savings in pumping time and cost could make pulsed pumping preferable. Mackay et al. [2000] performed an evaluation of continuous versus pulsed pumping in the context of a VOC-contaminated aquifer and concluded that the pulsed pumping is slightly more efficient compared to continuous pumping at the same rate. Ghosh et al. [1997] examined the effects of pulsed pumping on in situ solvent extraction for removing coal tar and found that pulsed pumping was consistently more efficient in terms of solvent requirements and pumping duration needed. We note that in the literature the terms ''continuous'' and ''pulsed'' pumping are generally compared using scenarios in which the same volume of fluid is pumped [e.g., Harvey et al., 1994] . The pulsed system operation discussed in this paper differs from these cases in that we adjust the injection interval to allow us to compare continuous pumping to less frequent injections that allow longer periods in which no injected substrate is present. For both a simple reactive transport system and a CT bioremediation system, we find that the mass removal efficiency is much higher for intermittent pumping than for continuous pumping.
[6] Significant progress has been made in modeling reactive transport and microbial processes in recent years (summarized by Murphy and Ginn [2000] ); however, few studies were aimed at understanding the interplay between sorption and biodegradation. Harvey et al. [1994] evaluated the effects of pulsed pumping in the context of pump-and-treat remediation. Peyton [1996] found that pulsed delivery of electron donor and acceptor in laboratory columns under denitrifying conditions resulted in a more even biomass distribution than with continuous pumping. Franzen et al. [1997] examined the effects of pulsed injection of nutrients for in situ remediation using numerical models. In this paper, we develop nondimensional forms of both a chemically induced remediation model and a CT bioremediation model. We evaluate the importance of including solid-phase reactions and the conditions under which the predicted mass removal is sensitive to retardation. We first consider a purely chemical contaminant transport model with first-order degradation, and identify a few dimensionless parametric groups, or Damköhler numbers, that capture the dynamics of the relevant processes. These parametric groups allow generalizations to other reactive transport systems with similar dynamics. We consider our CT biodegradation system using a model with terms for biodegradation, organism detachment and attachment, and mass transfer-limited sorption/desorption of CT based on a preliminary model of Phanikumar et al. [2002a] , and add degradation terms for the sorbed phase. The presented results provide a greatly improved understanding of the interaction between sorption and degradation processes.
A Purely Chemical Reaction Model
To convey key concepts, we first consider a simple reactive transport system in which a first-order reaction takes place in a reactive zone of a specified length. The reactions take place in this zone (called the biocurtain in Figure 1 ) whenever a substrate (different from the contaminant) is present. Such a model is fairly general and may be used to represent both biological and nonbiological reactive systems such as a permeable reactive barrier or a bio-barrier with a relatively stable concentration of microbes in the reaction region. A major motivation for considering the purely chemical system is to facilitate generalizations and to study the interactions between various sorption processes and the reactions that lead to the degradation without considering complicated microbial dynamics. To describe sorption, we used the two-site nonequilibrium model of van Genuchten and Wagenet [1989] , as Zhao et al. [1999] found that this best described their laboratory data for CT contaminated sediments from the Schoolcraft site. The rate-limiting component of sorption is also known to have important implications for bioavailability [Pignatello and Xing, 1996] .
[8] Evaluating the influence of reactions in different phases and their effect on degradation can help explain issues of bioavailability. For certain microbially mediated reactions, degradation in the solid phase can occur even in the absence of microbes due to an extra-cellular mechanism (secreted factor) responsible for degradation (as is the case for the CT bioremediation system presented in a later section of this paper). For other types of microbes, degradation takes place only in the presence of the microbe (intracellular mechanism). Hence the nature and location of the microbe determines whether or not solid-phase degradation should be simulated. This situation can be further complicated by surface and intraparticle sorption. To understand the effects of bioavailability on degradation, we have considered cases with and without solid-phase degradation in this work. In earlier work we assumed that a single aqueous-phase reaction was adequate to describe the degradation of CT in our lab and field systems. However upon further evaluation (described in the section on chem- ical system results), we found that aqueous-phase reactions alone created insensitivity to retardation. To address these issues and to evaluate conditions under which the models show sensitivity to retardation, we examined the effect of adding terms for degradation in the solid phase. The substrate for this degradation system is injected at regular intervals of time for a short duration (t on ) followed by a long period of natural gradient flow (t off ). This is similar to a situation in which a colony of static microbes mediates cometabolic degradations when substrate is present. We also assume that there is differential sorption between the substrate and contaminant such that a fraction of the substrate sorbs to the sediment and activates degradation reactions on the solids. In this purely chemical system, we note that without differential sorption or forced mixing of the contaminated water with substrate (with a recirculation system as we used in the field site), the substrate would be transported as a pulse separated from the contaminant.
[9] To control reactions and to acknowledge their dependence on the substrate concentration, we use a Monod term in the mass balance equations for both the aqueous and sorbed phases. In general, when there is no Monod term multiplying a reaction term, we have a static situation in which the reaction proceeds continuously, with no dependence on substrate concentrations. We can account for substrate dependence by multiplying the reaction term with either a Monod term or a (1-Monod) term. We assume that contaminant degradation is first-order and that the reactions are limited to an active treatment zone of length l. A steady inflow with a constant concentration (C 0 ) carries the aqueous-phase contaminant into the column, which also has an initial concentration of C 0 . Degradation activity is then induced using intermittent substrate injection in the slug injection zone, causing contaminant degradation in and down gradient of this treatment region. The dimensionless governing equations for the purely chemical system (A1 -A4) are shown in Appendix A. Equation (A4) shows that two important types of parameters govern the solution to this system of equations: the Damkö hler numbers for reaction and sorption. These parameters denote the ratio of the characteristic timescales for reaction (or sorption processes) to the advective transport. The two-site sorption model allows a distinction to be made between the solidphase degradation corresponding to the equilibrium and kinetic contributions, however we assume that degradation rates in all phases are equal due to inadequate data to support different rates in each phase.
[10] Comparison of different scenarios requires a uniform measure of the amount of degradation achieved. Since the overall contaminant removal is often controlled by the sorbed contaminant mass due to rate limitations, we defined a mass fraction M of total contaminant removed that includes both aqueous and sorbed phase concentrations. Since the effective length of the column where degradation takes place extends from the beginning of the biocurtain (x 1 ) to the end of the column (x 2 , see Figure 1 ), we integrated the total contaminant mass in this region to obtain the mass fraction removed at any instant of dimensionless time (t):
Here L* e (=x 2 À x 1 ) is the dimensionless distance to the end of the column measured from the beginning of the biocurtain and is equal to 15.09 for our column. The above definition of contaminant mass fraction removed has a theoretical limit of 0 for completely ineffective degradation (the term in the square brackets equals 1.0 as C* CT + S* CT = 2) and a value of 1.0 for 100% mass removal (for which case the term in the brackets goes to zero, C* CT + S* CT = 0).
[11] The governing mass balance equations together with the boundary and initial conditions were solved using highresolution numerical schemes. The spatial derivatives were approximated using fourth-order compact schemes with spectral-like resolution [Lele, 1992] and a family of lowstorage, fourth-order Runge-Kutta schemes were used for temporal differencing. Higher accuracy was achieved by implicitly solving the following fourth-order compact relations (equations 2a) for the first and second derivatives of the concentrations (C 0 and C 00 ), which form a tri-diagonal matrix system of equations.
[12] The well-known Thomas algorithm was used to solve this system of equation (2a). Special forms of higher-order schemes were used to close the interior equations shown in (2a) near boundaries. One such set of equations for the influent side of the column at i = 1 is shown in equations (2b). Computations reported in this paper use a uniform grid with 3200 points and low Courant numbers ($0.1). More details of this class of methods can be found in the recent paper by Demuren et al. [2001] . We extensively tested our code and the numerical implementation by comparing our model predictions with the compact scheme test cases reported by Wilson et al. [2001] . We also compared our results with predictions based on the RT3D [Clement, 1997] reactive transport code (with the TVD option for advection) for both the chemical system and the microbially mediated CT degradation model. Our fourth-order accurate compact scheme produced accurate results with the fine grid used for these computations (Figure 2 ). The code based on the compact scheme was more computationally efficient than the general purpose RT3D code, which was important for our parameter estimation approach that required hundreds of transport simulations.
Chemical System Results
[13] The dynamics of sorption and degradation processes are summarized in Figure 2 , which shows the history of the dimensionless aqueous (C*) and sorbed (S*) phase concentrations inside the treatment zone (which will be called the biocurtain for consistency with our microbially mediated system), as well as the contaminant mass fraction removed (M) as a function of time (shown relative to pore volumes through the biocurtain). The column modeled in this paper is 200 cm long with an 11 cm wide biocurtain that starts at 34 cm from the column inflow. Distances were made dimensionless using the biocurtain width, which results in a dimensionless column length of 18.18. The parameters used in the model are summarized in Table 1 . A value of 1.0 is used for the substrate half-saturation coefficient. Although C* and S* in Figure 2 are shown at a point (x = 40/11 = 3.63 inside the biocurtain), M is an average quantity obtained by integrating from the beginning of the biocurtain to the end of the column (equation 1). All quantities show temporal oscillations: periods of contaminant degradation followed by periods of concentration buildup. Since reactions occur for a short period of roughly a pore volume (due to the Monod term), the aqueous-phase concentration rises quickly once the substrate pulse moves out of the biocurtain. We therefore have prolonged periods of sorption followed by short periods of remediation. In addition to the properties of the contaminant and the soil, the shape of the M versus t curve in Figure 2 is governed by the ''active'' time period (t on ), in which the substrate is pumped, and a passive period, in which contaminated water enters the biocurtain (t off ). From an operational point of view, since the primary costs are associated with the active period, an important metric is the fraction of contaminant mass removed per active period. We define the specific mass removal rate h as an efficiency metric as shown below.
Here, h is the specific mass removal rate, M(t) is the removed mass fraction as a function of the dimensionless time t as shown in Figure 2 , t on is the time duration for which pumping is on, while t b and t e are the beginning and ending times for one cycle of the asymptotic M -t curve such that zero time is counted from the beginning of each integration period as shown in Figure 2 . Higher values of h correspond to more efficient degradation. The numerator in (3) denotes the time-averaged contaminant mass degraded while the denominator represents a ''penalty'' or a cost function associated with the duration of pumping. Hence higher efficiencies can be obtained either by removing more mass or by decreasing the injection time. Using the specific mass removal as defined in equation (3) allows the total mass degraded to be taken into account. Although not described in this paper, equation (3) could be used to evaluate the relative merits of different design scenarios.
[14] The purely chemical system represented by equations (A1) through (A3) could be used to study the dynamics of two systems: (1) an intermittently fed reactive system in which the degradation activity is linked to the presence (or absence) of the substrate through the Monod term, M * T , and (2) a ''continuous'' reaction system (with no Monod term, i.e., M* T = 1 always). The effect of retardation on the mass fraction removed is shown with and without solid-phase degradation in Figure 3a for the model with intermittent reactions. This demonstrates that higher retardation values result in higher mass fractions removed for the case with solid-phase reactions. For cases with no reactions on solids, we find that higher retardation delays the degradation but the steady state mass fraction removed is not affected. The average mass fraction values for large times (i.e., after the system reached a steady time harmonic state) are plotted separately in Figure 3b to explore interactions between sorption and degradation reactions. These results are based on an injection interval of t off = 9.54 (weekly injection) and an ''active'' injection time of t on = 0.015 (16 minutes). The reaction Damköhler number Da k = 1.24 corresponds to an effective reaction rate in the biocurtain region of the Schoolcraft laboratory column for early time ($24 days).
[15] First for the intermittently fed reactive system with no degradation in the solid phase, the contaminant mass fraction degraded does not show sensitivity to retardation (open circles) for the range of values representative of most common contaminants (1 to 10). Although the contaminant Figure 2 . Time evolution of aqueous-and sorbed-phase concentrations and contaminant mass fraction removed for the purely chemical model for Da k = 1.24. Two simulation approaches are shown to compare the compact scheme used in this research to the general purpose RT3D code. spends proportionally longer on the solids for higher retardation values, the mass fraction removed is not affected because the contaminant is not degraded on the solids. The governing (equations A1 -A2) show that, when there is no reaction on solids (d 2 = d 3 = 0), retardation simply rescales the equations (without affecting the steady state concentrations) such that the time at which steady state cycling is achieved changes (Figure 3a) . In addition to the aqueous phase, degradation terms can be included in either or both the kinetic and equilibrium sorption terms to acknowledge dependence on retardation (Figure 3b , solid circles). For this case (d 2 6 ¼ 0, d 3 6 ¼ 0), (equations A1 -A2) show that the steady state concentrations (and hence the degradation) are a function of retardation. Although not shown here, the effects of including degradation terms in the sorbed phase were also studied for the chemical system in which the sorption description follows (1) a purely linear equilibrium model, and (2) a purely kinetic (rate-limited) model. For all cases of pulsed injection, we arrived at the same conclusion that degradation is insensitive to retardation if solid-phase reaction terms are not included.
[16] For the continuous reaction system, much higher levels of degradation are obtained as expected for the same reaction rate (solid symbols in Figure 3b ). If there is no ability to degrade contaminants on the solids, the continuous system shows a dependence on retardation. The mass fraction removed is smaller with larger retardation (open triangles in Figure 3b ), because more contaminant mass partitions into the sorbed phase where it is unavailable for degradation. Although this is true for the intermittently fed reactive system (without solid-phase reactions), much higher retardation values are required before M is noticeably reduced due to the smaller portion of time that degradation reactions occur. In general, the mass fraction removed will not decrease with retardation if the rate of contaminant mass moving into the sorbed phase (for higher values of retardation) does not exceed the rate of aqueous-phase contaminant mass that gets replenished during the inactive period. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all remaining discussion will assume that reactions occur on the solids.
Case Study: Microbially Mediated CT Degradation
[17] The purely chemical system analysis provides a basis for exploring interactions between sorption and degradation processes, and provides the framework for our nondimensional analysis of the CT bioremediation system. The bioremediation model was evaluated using measurements of CT degradation by Pseudomonas stutzeri KC [Witt et al., 1999] from 2 m long columns packed with CT-contaminated sediment from an aquifer in Schoolcraft, Michigan. A detailed description of the experimental setup is given by Witt et al. [1999] . The column that we simulate in this paper received weekly additions of nutrient pulses to a short slug injection zone, which maintained the primary microbial activity at a fixed location in space called the biocurtain (Figure 1) .
[18] The detailed development of the CT transport and biodegradation model along with parameter estimates that best represent the column data are presented by Phanikumar et al. [2002a] . This model is based on a two-site, two-region description for CT and a mobile-immobile approach for microbial transport. The model provided reasonable predictions of CT, acetate, and nitrate concentrations through time. In this paper, we present a nondimensional analysis of the processes that influence the behavior of this system and predict the conditions under which CT degradation is likely to be most efficient. The dimensional equations for this model, are shown in equations (4) through (10) with nomenclature shown at the end of the paper.Carbon tetrachloride concentration
Figure 3. Interactions between sorption and degradation reactions for the purely chemical model. All the models have degradation reactions in the aqueous phase. ''Intermittent'' and ''continuous'' refer to the reactions. In the intermittent cases, reactions occur only in the presence of a substrate pulse while for the continuous case, reactions are always on and do not depend on the substrate. (a) Contaminant mass fraction removed versus time for the system with intermittent reactions; (b) average mass fraction removed for the different models for large times (i.e., after reaching a steady time harmonic state as shown in Figure 3a ).
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The dimensionless forms of the equations and boundary conditions are shown in Appendix A, and the dimensional values of parameters used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 . The suffix ''0'' for the concentrations indicates a nonzero initial concentration value for CT and nitrate (C CT0 , C n0 ) and the inoculation value for microbes and acetate (X m0 , C a0 ). The dimensionless groups Da S , Da k , Da m , Da at , Da det , Da b , Da g in the appendix denote the Damköhler numbers of the first-type [Corapcioglu and Kim, 1995] corresponding to the kinetic desorption, CT degradation, microbial growth, attachment, detachment, decay and nitrate utilization. The time variable is made dimensionless using a characteristic time derived from the measured average velocity. Since the dimensionless time (t) is based on the pore water velocity (U) and the length of the biocurtain (l), t represents the number of biocurtain pore volumes swept by advection (since the cross-sectional area of the column is a constant). The dimensionless initial and boundary conditions for the above set of equations correspond to the laboratory column conditions described below and in Table 2 .
where C* i0 denotes the constant influent concentration value for the i-th species. In equations (7) and (13), the superscripts L and S denote the liquid and solid-phase reactions respectively. d 1 , d 2 , d 3 are binary switches to selectively activate the degradation terms in the solution and the sorbed phases. The subscripts ''Eq'' and ''Kin'' are used to denote the two reaction terms for the solid phase corresponding to the equilibrium and the kinetic sites respectively. In (4) and (9), we assumed that both the mobile and immobile microbes contribute to degradation in the aqueous phase while only the immobile microbes degrade contaminant on the solids. In general, however, a number of possibilities exist for bioavailability and the different choices could dramatically alter the predictions of contaminant degradation. The bioavailability options depend on the sorption and degradation models, and for the two-site sorption model at least seven possibilities exist. Considerations of whether mobile, immobile or both types of microbes contribute to degradation make the total number of cases 21 (two-site sorption with a mobile-immobile description for microbes).
[19] To avoid the use of unreasonable values for microbial parameters such as attachment and detachment in comparing model predictions of degradation with observed values, it is important to use the correct description based on the nature of the microbe and the contaminant. In this paper, we examine the following three cases: (1) mobile microbes contributing to degradation in the aqueous phase while immobile microbes degrade the contaminant in the sorbed phase, (2) mobile microbes degrading the aqueous-phase contaminant but where there is no degradation in the sorbed phase, and (3) both mobile and immobile microbes contributing to degradation in the aqueous phase but where there is no degradation in the sorbed phase.
CT Bioremediation Model Results
[20] The chemical system analysis presented in the previous section provided insight into the effects of retardation on contaminant degradation, and the interplay between reaction and sorption-related processes. Our CT bioremediation model (of the Schoolcraft laboratory column) is examined relative to the chemical system results to evaluate the importance of different processes and to better understand our reactive transport system. In a recent paper by Phanikumar et al. [2002a] , dimensional parameters were estimated to best fit the column data of Witt et al. [1999] without including degradation terms for the sorbed phase but assuming that the immobile microbes also contribute to degradation in the aqueous phase. In this paper, we develop a nondimensional model that includes degradation on solids and estimate a new set of parameters assuming that mobile microbes degrade the aqueous-phase contaminant and immobile microbes degrade the sorbed (both kinetic and equilibrium) contaminant. Both sets of estimated parameters and the Damköhler numbers corresponding to the new parameters are shown in Table 3 , and there is a significant change in the estimated parameters. The reaction rate estimated for the system with solid-phase reactions is smaller than the system without the additional reaction terms by roughly a factor two. The parameter estimation was implemented in MATLAB and was carried out using sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods and forward simulations of our reactive transport code. The objective function for the minimization problem was based on deviations between the model predictions and the experimental data for different times (t i ) as shown below.
where N is the number of temporal data sets, C M and C S denote the measured and simulated concentration profiles for a certain component and x denotes the parameter vector. The optimization problem proceeds by solving the following Kuhn-Tucker equations, which represent the necessary conditions for the optimality of the constrained optimization problem.
where (13a) shows a balance between the objective function and its gradient at the solution point (denoted by an asterisk) while equations (13b) and (13c) show the inequality constraints and the upper and lower bound constraints on the parameters. The l parameter denotes Lagrange multipliers and m e and m denote the number of inequality constraints and total constraints respectively. Complete details of the algorithms can be found in the optimization toolbox manual [MathWorks, 2001] . The SQP methods converge to a unique minimum within a small neighborhood but in general do not guarantee a global minimum. One of the available techniques to find a global minimum is to generate a large number of random initial vectors. We have generated roughly 5,000 random initial starting points (within the expected range of parameter variability) and evaluated the objective function values at these locations. We then selected the starting vector x at the point where the smallest value of f (x) was achieved.
[21] Using the estimated parameter values from Table 3 as a starting point, we investigated the effect of various processes on the simulated concentrations by carrying out a parametric study in terms of the dimensionless numbers shown in equations (A11) -(A14). The parameters studied include the Damköhler numbers for sorption, reaction, and microbial processes, and the Peclet number. All other parameters were left unchanged while studying the effect of a dimensionless group. We explored parameters within orders of magnitude around the estimated values. Unless otherwise mentioned, all results are based on a single nutrient injection of 16 minutes per week (i.e., t on = 0.015, t off = 9.54). Although we studied the effects of injection interval on the contaminant degradation, we held the injection duration constant at 16 minutes (t on = 0.015) because this was enough time to flush the slug injection zone in the experimental column.
[22] The influence of retardation and the effects of including degradation terms on the solid and aqueous phases are summarized in Figure 4 for the microbially mediated CT remediation. When reaction terms are included in both the aqueous and sorbed phases (both kinetic and equilibrium), the degradation is clearly sensitive to retardation. When there is no degradation on the solids, however, the contaminant mass fraction removed is insensitive to retardation. The two horizontal lines in Figure 4 show the cases in which only mobile microbes (open circles) and both mobile and immobile microbes (open squares) contribute to degradation in the aqueous phase with no solid-phase degradation. Although including the immobile microbes in the aqueous-phase degradation term leads to higher degradation rates, M is still insensitive to retardation. A systematic examination of the different cases showed that for the model to show sensitivity to retardation, reaction terms have to be included on one of both of the equilibrium and kinetic terms. This example shows the importance of bioavailability considerations before carrying out parameter estimation. These results indicate that the mass fraction removed is insensitive to retardation when there is no ability to degrade the contaminant on the solids -which is consistent with results for the purely chemical system.
[23] The effects of changing the sorption Damköhler number Da S , the reaction Damköhler number Da k and the Peclet number Pe on the mass fraction removed (M) are shown in Figure 5 . Since the retardation and the sorption Damköhler number are related as shown in equation (A13), we studied the effect of Da S by changing the retardation. Alternatively, the effect of Da S can be studied by keeping R fixed and by changing the desorption parameter k. However, since we have reactions in both phases and the rates in both phases are assumed to be equal, a change in the desorption parameter will not produce meaningful changes in M. Figure 5 shows that the mass fraction removed increases as Da S increases. This is because as the retardation increases, the contaminant spends a relatively longer time on the solids in the reactive zone resulting in higher degradation.
[24] The Damköhler number for CT reaction Da k is a dimensionless CT reaction rate and directly affects the magnitude of CT degradation. Figure 5 shows that lower values of Da k result in poor CT mass removal, and there is a near absence of oscillations for a Da k value of 0.01. Decreasing the Peclet number causes longer contaminant residence time in the reaction zone, resulting in higher degradation for any given reaction rate ( Figure 5 ). Efficiency of mass removal is thus larger for smaller Peclet numbers.
[25] The microbial attachment/detachment dynamics are controlled by the two Damköhler numbers Da at and Da det , which affect M significantly (Figure 6 ). When reaction terms are included only in the aqueous phase due to mobile microbes, increasing attachment decreases the contaminant mass degraded (Figure 6 ). This is expected since increasing attachment under this scenario causes less microbes to actively participate in degradation reactions. We also examined the limiting case of zero microbial attachment with solid phase reactions to see if this produces the same results as a case with no reaction on the solids (finite attachment value). The most important difference between these cases is that the long-term degradation approaches zero for zero attachment, while some degradation is still achieved for nonzero values of attachment. This is due to the fact that in the absence of attachment, all the microbes will be forced to remain in the aqueous phase and will eventually be flushed out of the system due to the flow. Since we are not inoculating the column multiple times, there will be no contaminant degradation once the microbes are lost. Hence it is only a matter of time before the mass fraction removed (M) goes to zero for this case. Since the column is 200 cm in length (or 18.2 pore volumes), the degradation activity becomes zero after approximately 18 pore volumes ( Figure 6 ) for a retardation of 1.01. The apparent increase in the degradation level with retardation is caused by contaminant moving from the aqueous to the sorbed phase. However, no degradation can take place in the sorbed phase as there are no microbes. Hence the dimensionless sorbed phase concentration S* CT remains constant at 1.0, while the aqueous-phase concentration (C* CT = C CT /C CT0 ) decreases due to sorption. According to the definition of the mass fraction removed, if all the contaminant in the aqueous phase moved to the sorbed phase, then the mass fraction removed will be 0.5 by definition.
[26] The situation is more complicated when reactions are included in both the aqueous and sorbed phases as shown in (Figure 7 ). For this case, we notice that the contaminant mass fraction degraded initially increases with an increase in attachment (from 0.01 to 0.66); however, the trend reverses for attachment values greater than 0.66 indicating the potential for reduced degradation efficiency for very high attachment values. A possible explanation for the reduction in M for high attachment values is that there is a growth limitation on the attached microbes as they are static and can not move with the electron acceptor and donor pulses unlike the mobile microbes.
[27] In contrast, as the detachment Damköhler number Da det decreases, the microbes have a longer residence time on the solids before they detach. This results in more complete degradation (Figure 7 ) compared to the results for larger Da det (i.e. frequent detachment). For high values of detachment, the microbes are effectively confined to the aqueous phase and they eventually leave the system due to the flow resulting in a loss of ability to degrade contaminant. The impact of microbial growth and decay on contaminant degradation is governed by the Damkö hler numbers Da m and Da b as shown in Figure 7 . Higher Da m values result in more complete degradation due to larger microbial populations in the treatment zone. The key factor is the growth to decay ratio, which determines the long-term microbial population. In cases where decay is similar to or larger than growth, the CT degradation is limited to small times (t < 5) due to the initial inoculated biomass. At later times, the microbial populations decay faster than they grow, leaving few microbes to degrade the contaminant. An important effect that is not included in this analysis is competition with native flora. Under conditions of high decay or low growth rates of the inoculated microbes, the native flora may become the dominant long term population and alter the reaction pathways. These scenarios are not modeled in this study due to inadequate data on competition and no evidence for this in the lab or field for tested conditions. Contaminant degradation clearly becomes more effective as decay decreases and vice versa, and stable degradation is maintained when Da b $ < 0:5 (Figure 7 ).
[28] An important parameter that affects contaminant degradation is the interval between successive feeds, t off . The effect of t off on M is shown in Figure 8a , for different dimensionless injection intervals. The dimensionless injection intervals shown in Figure 8 correspond to 30, 20, 10, 7, 3 and 1 day(s) respectively. It is clear that a frequent injection of substrate and nutrients is favorable from the point of degradation. For example, when pulses are injected with a frequency of t off = 40.9 (once every 30 days), the time series of degradation versus time shows a downward trend indicating that there is no sustained ability to degrade the contaminant for large times. However, a more frequent injection, t off = 1.36 (every 1 day) causes rapid degradation of both the sorbed and aqueous CT due to the large microbial populations. However, such a choice is unlikely to be optimal under field conditions due to the large long-term system operation costs involved [Hyndman et al., 2000] and the increased potential for clogging as shown by the average immobile microbial concentration in the biocurtain region (Figure 8b ). The models considered in this paper did not take into account the adaptation and change within the microbial communities due to long starvation periods. In general, changes in the microbial community structure or gene expression could dramatically alter the model predictions. Although we did not simulate these processes due to lack of sufficient information, our model did a good job of predicting the experimental data for injections once per week [Phanikumar et al., 2002a] .
[29] The results shown in Figure 8 lead us to the question of an optimal injection interval for which the mass fraction of contaminant removed is maximized for a unit pumped volume. To explore this idea further, which we first introduced through equation (3), we plot the specific mass Figure 8. Effects of injection interval (t off ) on the mass fraction removed and the average immobile microbial population in the column. A value of 9.5 corresponds to a 1-week injection interval used in the laboratory column. For this frequency of injection, we notice that a stable microbial population and sustained, long-term level of degradation are maintained.
removal rate as a function of the injection interval in Figure 9 . The solid symbols represent the intermittent injection while the single open circle at the lower left corner shows the specific mass removal rate for continuous operation (one injection per pore volume of the biocurtain). Figure 9 shows that intermittent operation is more efficient than continuous pumping and that there is an optimal injection interval (t off = 21.8) that gives a maximum specific removal rate. Excess substrate is injected below the optimal value while there is insufficient substrate to support the microbial activity above the optimal value, as the injections are now infrequent. The specific mass removal rate as defined in equation (3) can be used to evaluate different design scenarios [Phanikumar et al., 2002b] .
Discussion and Conclusions
[30] In this paper, we presented a numerical analysis of the interactions between sorption and bioavailability for a purely chemical model as well as a model for the microbially mediated degradation of carbon tetrachloride. We showed that considerations of bioavailability have a profound effect on degradation.
[31] For both the purely chemical model and the CT bioremediation model, the contaminant mass degraded is insensitive to retardation when degradation terms are not included for the sorbed phase. The presented results have important implications for contaminant remediation design. For the chemically induced degradation model operated in a continuous mode (i.e., no Monod terms), we found that the contaminant mass removed decreases with increasing retardation when reaction terms are not included in the sorbed phase. This is consistent with the results of Schwartz and Scow [2001] , who found that sorption lowered the bioavailability of phenanthrene, a polycyclic hydrocarbon, and resulted in a loss of phenanthrene degrading ability. When solid-phase reactions are included, both the chemical and the CT remediation models show sensitivity to retardation and predict that the mass fraction degraded increases with retardation. The influence of bioavailability should be evaluated (as summarized in Figures 3 and 4 ) before estimating parameters, as these estimates will likely change based on the form of the reaction terms as shown in Table 3 for our models. Depending on the sorption model employed, and the nature of the contaminant and the microorganisms used, a large number of possibilities usually exist for bioavailability (21 for our CT bioremediation model).
[32] Our results of pulsed stimulation for the CT bioremediation model clearly show the interplay between the injection interval, retardation and the reaction rates and also lead us to the question of an optimal injection strategy. With the objective of finding an optimal injection interval that maximizes the total contaminant mass removed per unit of pumping effort, we have defined the specific mass removal rate (h) as an efficiency metric. Using this metric, we developed optimal strategies for our laboratory column conditions. These results indicate that pulsed injection of nutrients provides over an order of magnitude more efficient degradation than continuous pumping. Continuous pumping is inefficient for this biocurtain due to excessive amount of pumping to reach a target level of degradation as shown in Figure 9 . Although the results of Harvey et al. [1994] indicate that pulsed pumping never removes more contaminant mass than continuous pumping, our results indicate that for this type of bioremediation, pulsed injection of nutrients is more efficient. We note, however, that there is no contradiction between these two results as Harvey et al. [1994] examined the issue of pulsed extraction in the context of pump-and-treat remediation while our approach examined the influence of pulsed injection of nutrients for in situ bioremediation. Our results shown in Figure 7 clearly indicate that more contaminant mass is degraded when injections are frequent suggesting that continuous injection of nutrients results in the highest contaminant removal; however, such a choice is not optimal to achieve a target level of degradation if pumping effort or cost is taken into account as shown in Figure 9 . Although the value of optimal injection interval is specific to the conditions of our column, our definition of h is general and should be useful in both laboratory and field studies. Since remediation is achieved over a long period of time due to slow sorption kinetics for many contaminants, increasing the injection interval will amount to significant cost savings. Although not considered here, these results could form the basis for optimal remediation design studies.
[33] Our results showed that degradation strongly depends on considerations of bioavailability as summarized in Figures 3, 4, 6 , and 7. We also found that when a single inoculation scheme is employed, a nonzero value of microbial attachment is required for the bioremediation model to make meaningful long-term predictions. This is due to the loss of all microbes from the system when attachment becomes zero. On the other hand, even if there is no ability to degrade on the solids, a finite value of attachment will support sustained long-term degradation (Figure 6 ). Our results showing the effect of microbial processes on the Figure 9 . Dependence of the specific mass removal rate on the injection interval for intermittent injection (shaded circles) and for continuous operation (single solid circle). The continuous operation used an injection interval such that a new slug is injected just in time when the previous slug moves out of the biocurtain (t off = 1). This plot shows that pulsed injection is significantly (an order of magnitude) more efficient compared to continuous operation. contaminant degradation will likely be less sensitive if multiple inoculations are used. [34] Equations (A1) and (A2) describe the aqueous and sorbed phase contaminants while (A3) describes substrate transport in the aqueous phase. Although differential sorption provides a mechanistic basis for including solid-phase reactions as noted earlier, describing the sorption of the substrate is not central to our objective. In the equations, k L , k Eq , k Kin denote the degradation rates in the aqueous phase and the equilibrium and kinetic sites respectively which are activated using the switches d 1 , d 2 , d 3 . The three reaction rates are assumed to be equal. The substrate for this system is assumed to behave conservatively to simplify the model, as shown in equation A3, thus this is not substrate limited during injection cycles.
A2. Microbially Mediated Degradation of Carbon Tetrachloride
[35] The dimensionless equations corresponding to equations (4) through (10) are shown below. f fraction of sites at equilibrium in the two-site sorption model. k 0 second-order reaction rate for CT.
